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Human
It

society

in itself

—

its

the

is

not the result of an invention.

outcome

of all the past;

it

embodies

—the result

customs, ideas and institutions

every influence that has ever operated on man.
passions,

appetites,

ambitions,

desires,

His

aspirations,

prejudices and superstitions, have affected the social

whole, and have been contributing to and modifying

human

the great stream of
as individuals

and society

and every one of us
what we have

history,

as a whole, are

We

been made b}' all the influences of all the past.
can look back, indeed, and discover where ideas

first

springing up in a single mind have become incorporated in the general thought, have gradually changed the

current of the social

changed

pletely

drift,

social

we can read

of

tribal chief

merged

and

and

many
and
at

still

its

Thus

despotic rule of the

form of the feudal
developing into a broader

with the rights of the

though

modified or com-

into the fairer

sj'Stem, this in turn slowly
state,

finally

political institutions.

barbarism with

common

people enlarged,

At

subjected to kingly rule.

struggles along a path often

last,

after

marked with blood

we come to the new western world. Here,
man stands upright, bathing his forehead in

tears,

last,

God's free

air,

the charter of his liberty fully written in
all men are
common right

the great declaration that

born free and

equal, and possessed of a

to

life,

liberty

and the pursuit of happiness.
As man has made progress in this movement towards
physical and political freedom, we perceive a like advancementtowards intellectual independence. The rising sun of christianit}' drove back the clouds of pagan superstition, and brought to light the true dignity of man
as a moral being, and revealed a nobler Deity.
The
Reformation broke the power of a dominant religiopolitical church, disposed to hold in mental subjection
those it had made free from the oppressive influence of
pagan superstition; and finally modern rationalism
has purified the reformation, and promises to free the
mind from bondage to spiritual tyranny of every kind.
If it be true that we are what we are by inheritance,
rather than by direct creation, we certainly have reason
to rejoice in

our heritage.

Recipients as

endowments from the past, we

find

1888.

tions.

has been a growth, a development, an evolution.

The present
of

is

17,

use under peculiarly happy circumstances and condi-
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room

we

are of rich

for their active

in which our fortunes are cast is the
on earth. Its great area gives a variety of soil
capable of yielding all things necessary to its people.
Its climate is so varied that ever}' phase of physical
constitution can find an agreeable home.
Its wealth of
forest is great, and the treasures of mineral wealth beneath the surface are inexhaustible. With a population of sixty millions it is sparsely settled, and will support under good industrial conditions two or three hundred millions in peace and plent\'. In addition to all
that has gone before, we have the immense power
gained in the knowledge of physical science. Steam,
electricity, and manifold mechanical inventions have
become the willing servants of man.
Concurrently with the development of mechanical
inventions, we have witnessed growing economies in
the distribution of the products of industry, and a corresponding improvement in the actual and relative reward to the class that the division of labor has developed, known as wage earners. In McMasters' History
of the United States, it is stated that in the year 1800
the wages of common labor at Albany, N. Y., were 40
cents, and the hours of work were from sunrise to sunset.
Careful statistics compiled for the last twentyfive years show that the wages of skilled and common
workmen have both largely' advanced, while the purchasing power of their earnings has increased by reason of a lower price for commodities. A common laborer can now buy sixty-six per cent, more of the necessaries of life with the earnings of one day than in
Factory operatives, men and women, can bu}'
1865.
Common mechanics can
seventy-eight per cent. more.
buy ninety per cent, more; and men of special skill and
In other words, the
aptitude over 100 per cent. more.
economical value of labor to labor's benefit has increased within twenty-five years by about seventy-five

This country

fairest

or eight}' per cent.

It

is

interesting to note that the

accumulation in savings banks, an accumulation due
mostly to the industrial classes, is larger than the total
deposits of the National banks, though an important
per cent, of the latter

is

also

due

to the industrial in-

stead of the strictly commercial community.
Surely,

if

Washington and

his fellow founders of

the great Republic could return from their long sojourn

—
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land of shades; if they could take a hasty glance
over this broad land, and see its people increased from
four to sixty millions, on every hand peaceful homes,
in the

smiling villages, or magnificent cities, all as yet bound
together by the political fabric of the early constituIn imagination, how would they exult and rejoice.

we can hear them

tion,

"We
on

we knew; but we
having staked everything

builded indeed better than

more

are the

say:

fully justified in

It was to secure this that
and what was harder still, we
a world where hereditary rule

great experiment.

this

we put our

lives in peril,

braved the opinion of
and aristocratic privilege held full sway. Here exists,
indeed, in full power, the peer of any nation, the ideal
Man free; the maker of
state of which we dreamed.
his own destiny; no repressive laws to paralyze his enOur
ergies; no mandatory laws to compel his action.
belief that man, man as an individual, could be trusted
out for himself the high ends of his
to work
being is vindicated. Left free, he has by individual
action or by voluntary association created the high-

ways

commerce, explored the mountains, subdued

of

the wilderness, established a broad education, developed science, art and literature. By the force of a natural unfolding, not

by governmental

different
•

and aptitude which

political constitution

flexible;

made

it

will

answer

for society,

and by

he has

which

to

individuals ally themselves according to im-

pulse, taste

The

dictation,

many forms

diversified his industries to the

its

all

is

it

own terms

it

lie

within themselves.

we gave them

is

elastic

and

future needs because, being

responsive to the social will,
may be changed when the ma-

We

have thus removed any excuse for internal violence, we have clothed the ballot
with the convincing power of the bullet, therefore revoThe minority against the malutions are impossible.

jority shall desire.

jority

are

present

is

the strife

defeated before

prosperous, the future

is

return to the land of rest, from which
that

we might

begins.

Let us

secure.

we

The

gladly

came

gain this brief glimpse of the fair fruits

In this flight of fancy

is

it

permit these patriotic fathers,

indeed a kindness to

whom we

all

love and

venerate, to return to their well earned rest after this
It

would be unkind

to detain

them

here and awaken their anxieties by darker pictures
which their brief review did not discover, For there
is enough left to have excited them and to give seri-

ous concern to us, upon whom the responsibility of
the present generation rests, and to whom are committed the things which must shape the future.
In 1877 the

first

great expression of industrial re-

volt against established order appeared.

years

new

Within ten

conditions seem to have arisen.

dissatisfied with the

individual, has

results

Labor,

of the free operation of

upon the
Trades unions

its effect

become organized.

have become firmly established. By rules of their
own, they endeavor to control the hours of labor, the
rates of compensation, and to limit and restrict the
of those who by apprenticeship shall become
competitors in the future. These unions now cover
nearly every form of mechanical industry.
The Knights of Labor is the name for a larger organization seeking to bring into one great body every

number

form

of labor to

On

which the hand and body

the other hand,

we

are

now

is

applied.

witnessing combi-

nations of employers, especially of those engaged in

These combinations are known as
new combina-

manufacturing.

"Trusts," and every day brings forth a
tion,

though many are so quietly

effected, or so artfully

concealed, that the fact escapes observation and com-

ment. The aim of the labor organization is to check
the depressing influence of wages of individual competition.

To

secure this end the individual surren-

ders himself to the organization, obeys

its mandates,
compensation the rates that the
representatives of his organization, by the influence of
If he asserts his indethe combination, may secure.
pendence, and refuses adhesion, he is kept under the
observation of the walking delegate, and should his
individual efforts come into competition with, or seem

and accepts as

his

antagonize the interests of the order, there are

to

means found to reduce him to subjection.
The Trust organizations are the same

in spirit.

Confined to a limited market, a multiplicity of facto-

produce beyond the ability of the market to consume. Competition to sell reduces prices, diminishes
The aim
profits, and threatens ruin to the weakest.
of the Trust is to check the depressing influence on

ries

To

profits of individual competition.

secure that end,

the individual or corporation surrenders his establish-

ment

to the Trust,

obeys

its

mandates, and accepts as

his profits the result of the price that the "trust"

may

be able to secure.

Thus

our eyes have seen."

brief review.

the law of supply and demand, in

apprehended there

soon be brought
two great powers
the labor organization, or the employes, overwhelming in the number of their rank and file, and the labor
employer comparatively few in number, but powerful in the advantage of position.
We have said that the aim of the Trusts is to seit is

will

face to face, like hostile forces, the

—

.

cure higher profits. The method will be naturally in
two directions, by reducing cost, and by raising prices.

The aim of the labor organization is to raise wages.
This method will be in one direction only, and that
Organagainst the employer; hence the antagonism.
ized into trusts, the employing class can in fact, and
perhaps will, yield to the increased exactions of the
employes; for enjoying, for a brief period at least, a

THE OPEN
practical

they not
cost

monopoly
fix

in their respective industries;

the price so as to cover both the increased

and the increased

of combination, this

profit?

Indeed,

new and

artificial

scheme
system, were

if

this

ought to hail with satisand for this reason:
If the employe were able to enforce his growing exactions against the employer, at the employer's cost,
the latter would soon be exhausted, and his industry
would cease; but if by trust association the employer
can recoup himself upon the community at large, then
the labor organization has a larger and more inexhaustible field from which to gather a larger reward, and
the emploj'ing trust might be its convenient and needpractical, labor organizations

faction the creation of the Trust,

agenc}'.

But the trouble

COURT.
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these artificial sys-
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may be universally applied. These

efforts of labor to secure to itself better

their origin,

ceived,

it is

true

rewards have

— half per— but a principle which has governed,

no doubt,

in

a true principle

and

will always govern in a free State, the. rate of
wages, namely: The wages of labor will rise and fall

as the

number of wage-workers

increases or diminishes

in relation to the existing quantity of capital.

If

capi-

increases in a greater ratio than the population,
wages will rise. If the population increase in a faster
tal

than capital, wages will fall. No combination,
nor any number of them, can long resist the silent but
ratio

irresistible influence of this principle.
If this

principle were fully comprehended,

it

would

Thus used

teach the wage-earner that an increased capital in the
country will insure to his and his children's advantage.

they are against the natural order, and the natural order is more powerful than man's devices.

It will teach us all that marriage too early entered
upon, and marriages too prolific, are influences which

these trust organizations, by a materially in-

have always held society down to the minimum of
wages and comfort and to the maxijnum of toil and
labor.
But the effect of the trade union to raise
wages by barring out from the exercise of their natu-

ful

tems,

If

if

is,

wrongfully used, will break down.

creased price, secure to themselves a larger return
upon capital than its average use in other directions
will afford,

First:

The

two reactionary

effects will

be produced:

increased cost of their commodities will

operate to reduce the ability of the community to

consume, and thus reduce the volume of the output.
Next: In a free state like ours, unusual profit in any
given direction will attract

new

capital as surely as

and through new invasions
monopoly will at last be broken.
The same is substantially true as to the result

effect will follow cause,

of

capital the

labor organization,

if

it

of

members unusual or extraordinary advantages, whether
by money payment or by reduced hours of labor.
Take the mason's calling, if you please, and suppose
the daily wages of that class were, by a close combination, forced up to ten dollars per day, with a pros
pect of permanency in the prices, is it not plain that
laborers now engaged in agriculture or in other departments of industry would learn that trade? They
would learn it if they had to employ teachers, and
practice by moonlight in the open fields.
Partially
or fully taught, the number of masons would soon inrates to secure
of

employment, or

masons would be obliged

organizations these

new

reduced

else the brotherhood

to take into their existing

competitors.

The

craft

of

remunerative employment closed beforeit.

Doomed

remnant must be
support must come out

to a life of enforced idleness, this

The fund for its
annual earnings of productive industry'. The
suggestion concerning too early and too prolific marriages is by no means a new one.
In the trade corporations of the middle ages, at their most vigorous
period, their by-laws and regulations were conceived
with a vigilant eye to the advantage which the trade
derived from limiting competition, and they made it
supported.
of the

shall operate to secure to its

crease, offer their services independently at

ral right a number of the population, so far as it may
succeed, will have the effect to utterly degrade that
part of the population, which will thus find every door

would

have to take care of the craft, and those employed at
the high price would have to divide with the unemploj'ed until a mutual average of return was reached
where no newcomers would be tempted into it. While
this effect was being felt, another consequence would

the interest of artisans not to marry until after passing
through the stages of apprentice and journeyman, and
attaining the rank of master.
In Switzerland, the
Council of State, in five Cantons, elected by universal
suffrage, have passed laws by which all young persons
who marry before they prove to a magistrate of their
district that they are able to support a family are rendered liable to a heavy fine.
But this new movement of labor combination and
capital combination must go on until the experiment
has been fully tried and its results practically determined. Repressive legislation ought not to be hastily

invoked.

Lord Macauley

truly said:

"There

By

appear;

possibilities of great value.

the

strengthen the bond of sympathy which

the increased cost of building would reduce
number of buildings and lessen the demand for
mason work; and between these two influences the artificial advantage to the mason trade would disappear.

is

only

one cure for the evils which newly acquired freedom
brings, and that cure is freedom.
The labor organizations have in them, it is true,
friendly union they

man should
towards his fellows; with fraternal
union they enable labor to practically test from time

everywhere

feel

—
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whether labor is reall)' remarketable reward. Employers are
never in haste to advance wages, and are perhaps as
The price of laoften reluctant to force them down.
bor, like the price of labor products, must be adjusted
to time the question as to

ceiving

by what

its

is

fair,

called the "higgling" of the market.

made,
as

all

is

by concessions which, when made, should
cause no humiliation on either side.
The dealer in commodities offers his goods or
wares; the market, perhaps, will not take them at his
price; he holds off until concession from the would-be
seller, or concession from the market is reached, and
the trade is accomplished. No stones are thrown, no
other, but

bad blood

is

excited.

In

its

economical aspect, the

highest market price is a
transaction not essentially different. There are signs
that this view is growing in favor with labor organieffort

of labor to find

zations;

study of

its

and with increasing knowledge and a better
the natural economical conditions which gov-

ern the price of labor, as

if

everything

else,

many

of

the evils which might be pointed out as incidental to
these organizations will disappear.
The Trust Organizations are not necessarily evil

made

efforts are

into

A

a practical test, one that should be
when made, without passion, and be followed,
strikes are, by concession from one side to the

peaceable strike

advanced by these teachers, men of learning and philanthropy, have taken hold of many minds; and in various forms, but under the general name of socialism,

some form

I

to bring these individual conceptions
of practical realization.

not attempt to debate the merits or de-

shall

merits of the

new and

untried theories, but

I

cannot

forbear to quote the careful and considerate words of

one who

often

is

He

named

as favorable to socialistic

"We

must suppose two conditions
realized without which neither communism nor any

ideas.

says:

make the condition of
mankind other than degraded and mis-

other laws or institutions could
the mass of
erable.

One

of

these conditions

is

universal educa-

numbers of the
community. With these conditions realized, there
could be no real poverty under the present social institutions; and these being supposed, the question of
socialism is not as generally stated by socialists, a
tion; the other a

due limitation

of the

question of flying to the sole refuge against the evils

which now bear down humanity, but a mere question
We are too ignorant
of comparative advantages.
either of what individual agency in its best form, or
socialism in
to decide
of

its

which

human

best, can accomplish, to be qualified
of

society.

the two will be the ultimate form

But

it is

not by comparison with

perhaps not even dangerous. They may, in fact, if
wisely conducted, be productive of good. Economy
in the use of capital, efficiency in methods and administration, increases production, reduces cost and gives

the present bad state of society that the claims of
communism can be estimated; nor is it sufficient that

whose labor

enough of either to deserve the name. The question
is, whether there would be any asylum left for individuality of character; whether public opinion would
not be a tyrannical yoke; whether the absolute dependence of each on all, and surveillance of each by
all, would not bring all down into a tame uniformity
This is already one
of thoughts, feelings and actions.

room

for higher

wages

to the operative

thus increased in efficiency. These results may be
best secured through combinations, whether of indiIt is quite certain I think
viduals or corporations.
that in this direction only will the co-operative moveis

ment known as trusts have an enduring history. If
they do accomplish these results they ought to and will

it

should promise greater personal and mental freeis now enjoyed by those who have not

dom than

glaring evils of the existing state of society,

survive.

of the

Every generation has its especial problems to solve,
and its own difficulties to encounter. Our problems
and difficulties seem largely related to social and inWith an advancing civilization
dustrial economics.
Extremes of povthe age has become more humane.
erty and distress which in a coarser age were scarcely

notwithstanding a

noticed,

now pain

the heart.

The

structure of society

which can show such disparity between the condition of the very rich and condition of the very poor is
boldly challenged nay more, it is vehemently denounced as being radically bad in its fundamental
Such writers as Owen, St. Simon, Louis
principles.
Blanc, Fourier and others, have formed mental conceptions of a social state which should be free from
the poverty and wretchedness which, like dark spectres, have haunted civilization from its earliest beginning to the present time. The thoughts and ideas

—

much

greater diversity of educa-

and pursuits, and a much less absolute dependence of the individual on the mass, than could exist
It is yet to be ascertained
in the communistic regime.
whether the communistic scheme would be consistent
with that multiform development of human nature,

tion

those manifold unlikenesses, that diversity of tastes
and talents, and variety of intellectual points of view,

which not only form a great part of the interest of
human life, but by bringing intellects into a stimulating collision, and by presenting to each innumerable
notions that he would not have conceived of himself,
are the mainspring of mental and moral progression."
The truth is, society has advanced but half way
along the high' course which a practical idealism sees
possible to it. The forces of nature are fairly comprehended, and by putting his mechanical appliances

—
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in the line of

power
Steam and

their action, the

The winds

bidding.

and

of

man

has been

do

his

carry his ships; and even the

ris-

indefinitely multiplied.

electricity

wheels of his ponderous
engines. Having secured a large dominion over nature;
having learned the secrets of the stars, and found the
mysterious orbit of his earth, he must now turn his
ing

falling tides turn the

thoughts and his study to that organism we call soHe has now to learn the more subtle laws

ciety.

which affect man in his industrial and social conditions
and history, and to these few inexorable laws society in
airits members must learn a willing obedience.
The ingenuity of the past has been taxed in the
effort to discover and apply adequate punishment for

The study

crime

of crime.

of the future will be the prevention

There have long been

we

—

made to ameliowe ought to learn

efforts

rate the sufferings of pauperism:

change the conditions by
which absolute poverty or complete pauperism exist.
Proof enough exists for our present low state in the
fact that an average of four or five thousand men in
the State of Illinois are inmates of jails and penitentiaries,
in the fact that in a city like Chicago, where
only two millions per annum are expended in public
education, twenty millions or more are expended for
beer,
in the fact that masses of man roam our streets
in vain quest of remunerative and steady emploj'ment.
Unskilled in handicraft, and enfeebled too often by the
shall finally learn

to

—

—

destructive effect of drink, their value to society

and they hang upon

is

but

begging for help,
while they sink into unknown and unhonored graves.
The hopeful sign of the present, and the best promise
for the future lie in the fact that society is becoming
awake with redemptive zeal.
small;

One

its skirts,

New York

society in

within

thirtj'-five

years

has taken more than eighty thousand children from
conditions which

condemned them

naturally to igno-

and possible crime, and placed them in
good homes throughout the land, where they have
grown or are growing up, under conditions favorable
to virtue and intelligence, and to a life of usefulness
and honor. The annual receipts of that society have
steadily increased from about four thousand dollars in
1853 to more than three hundred and fifty thousand
dollars in 1887.
This society runs twenty-one da}' and
fourteen evening schools, where 10,827 children of
misfortune are taught and partly fed and clothed.
Does not the operation of this society and others
of similar aim have something to do with the following results:
In 1859 the commitments for female vagranc}' in the City of New York was 5,778.
To have
maintained a similar ratio to population, the number

commitments

have been a

was

1886 for the like offense, should
over ten thousand but the number

in

little

onlj' 2,418, or

—

less

than half the number of 1859.

among males was

In 1875 the arrests for drunkenness
24,786; in 1886 the
cite

I

number was

12,500.

these facts as encouraging evidence of the

propositions,

first:

That the more degraded part

of

the population are slowly learning the difficult duty of

That the more enlightened
and prosperous classes are apprehending more clearly
self-restraint, and, second:

their responsibility to their feeble brethren.

To

the

honorable and right-minded socialist we must, perhaps, accord the strongest conception of the solidarity
society, but the believer in the rule of individual

of

free agency,

he who opposes with

prescriptions of socialism, he

all

his

power the

beginning to
comprehend that in the web of social life his own happiness is inextricably involved in the welfare of his
fellow man; he is apprehending a great, a divine
truth

—that

also is

outside of himself there

is

a larger self-

humanity; that in the exclusive service of his narrower self he is leading a life too restricted for his
highest happiness.
In the development of two principles, self restraint
and self control in the individual, and a broader humaneness, a more generous sympathy prevading soWhether socialism
ciety, lies the hope of the future.
or communism is to be the final and distant destiny
of society, or whether it is to go on forever under the
influence of individual agency, we need not be over
anxious to know. It will develop according to the
law of its inherent tendencies, modified by the ideas
and influences of the present and of new generations.
Man, the individual, dies. If he lives only to himself
he soon passes away, and nothing of him remains
upon earth. If with high ideals and pure sympathies

he lives for society, b}' so much he pours his being into
an urn that will never be broken. Society is immortal.
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DIET.— CONTINUED.
difficult to name a single moral or
mental emotion that cannot be stimulated (or simuIt

would be

lated, as

a certain school of moralists would prefer to

it) by the purely physical agency of tonic
Thus, a penchant for mysiicism, a propensity
that has played no small part in the propagation recan be excited by an over-dose of
ligious dogmas
belladonna.
The patient's eyes stare with dilated pupils, while the brain becomes crowded with curious
visions, connecting every trifling phenomenon with a
transcendental significance. Spirit-hands beckon from
the branches of a swaying tree; the clouds frown portents; the voice of the nightwind whispers weird se-

express
drugs.

—

crets; the soul
'

Copyrighted.

seems

to listen for supernatural rev-

—
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elations

and derives inspiration from incidents as profrom the burn-

saic as that flash of sunlight reflected

ished surface of a wash-basin, that filled the heart of
Boehme with a " beatitude born of spheres be-

Jacob

yond our own."

A

small dose of chloral will cure pessimism as

promptly as it relieves the physical symptoms of cerThe mind seems incapable
tain nervous disorders.
of dwelling on the gloomy aspects of life, and expands
desires into hopes, and hopes into exultant foretastes
A diluted preparation of hasheesh will
of enjoyment.
produce a similar effect.
" It is real happiness," says Dr. T. C. Moreau
{Etudes Psychologiques, p. 54), "which characterizes
the first effect of hasheesh, and by this I understand
an enjoyment entirely moral, and by no means senThis is cersual, as one might be led to suppose.
tainly a very curious circumstance, and some remark-

COURT.

Carpenter mentions the case of a sea-captain, who
"having been seized with the belief that his crew was
in a state of mutiny, killed one of them after another,
in (as he believed) rightful self-defense." Dean Swift,

who tried to relieve (but probably aggravated) his
chronic headaches with alcoholic stimulants, suspected
every strange visitor of hostile intents, and often accused his best friends of "conspiring for his ruin."
This diseased imagination exaggerated inadvertant
slights into deliberate insults,

and his self-written

epitaph expresses his almost impatient longing for
the peace of that last resting-place, " ubi saeva indig-

—

natio cor ulteriiis lacerari non potest"
"where fierce
resentment will no longer rend my heart." Yet, the
fact is, that the causes of that " resentment " were
chiefly chemical.

Instead of conspiring for his ruin,

condone his faults,
and his most unclerical escapades were forgiven so

his friends did all they could to

able inferences might be

drawn from its significance;
example, that every feeling of gladness and
gratification, even when its causes are purely moral,
that those joys which are least associated with matemay,
rial objects, the most spiritual, the most ideal,
after all, be nothing else than sensations wholly physical, developed in the interior of the organism, as are

often, that his superiors at last incurred the reproach

this for

of

those produced by the hasheeh. At least, as far as
concerning anything of which we are internally conscious, there is no distinction between these two or-

vision,

ders of sensation, in spite of the diversity in the
causes to which they are due; for the hasheesh-eater
is happy, not as the gourmand, not as the libertine in

dreams,

—

gratifying his sensual desires, but like

him who

re-

ceives tidings of great joy, like the miser counting his
treasures, the gambler ill a flush of good luck, or the

ambitious

man

intoxicated wjth success."

In larger doses the same drug stimulates the amatory passion and combativeness; while its after-effects

are attended with gloomy forebodings, bordering on
that

monomania

of

dread which sometimes torments

lunatics with hallucinations of pursuing

demons

or

The despondency

of alcohol drinkers, too, is apt to

The
assume the form of absolute life-weariness.
gloomy reveries of mediaeval fanatics, their dread of
broodings over the horrors of
partly explained by the
habits of an age that combined spiritual tyranny with
Not
the utmost license of spirituous indulgence.
more than a generation ago the Protestant countries
of Christendom, too, abounded with morbid moralists
fiends, their

future retribution,

who vented

may be

their alcohol-spleen in fierce pulpit dia-

and dire predictions of retributive calamities.
The suspicious temper of confirmed drunkards is as
apt to eventuate in deeds of violence as their despondency is prone to temptations of suicide. Dr. W. B.
tribes

partiality, or of a purillanimous

The

dread of

in-

"

satirist.

sufferings of the opium-fever, on the other

hand, consist in an abnormal sensibility of the whole
emotional organism. The mind does not exclusively
dwell on gloomy fancies, but wanders from vision to

from abysses of darkness to scenes of bewild-

ering splendor.

" All sorts of vivid thoughts," says

to transfer themselves to my
almost feared to exercise this faculty;
for, as Midas turned all things to gold, that yet baffled his hopes and defrauded his human desires, so,
whatsoever things capable of being visually represented, I did but think of in the darkness, immediately shaped themselves into phantoms of the eye; and
by a process apparently not less inevitable, when thus
once traced in visionary colors, like writings in sympathetic ink, they were drawn out by the fierce chemistry of my dreams into insufferable splendors that
fretted my heart. ... I sometimes seemed to descend,

De

Quinc}', "

were apt

till I

not metaphorically,

but

literally,

into

chasms and

sunless abysses, depths below depths, from which

lurking assassins.

tempting

undue

curring the enmity of the virulent

it

seemed hopeless that I should ever re-ascend. The
sense of Space, and in the end the sense of Time,
were both powerfully affected. Buildings, landscapes,
etc., were exhibited in proportions so vast as the
bodily eye is not fitted-to receive. Space swelled, and
was amplified to an extent of unutterable infinit)'.
This, however, did not disturb

me

so

much

as the vast

sometimes seemed to have lived
for 70 or 100 years in one night; nay, sometimes had
feelings representative of a millenium passed in that
time, or, however, of a duration far beyond the limits
expansion of Time;

of

human

I

experience.

The minutest

incidents of

childhood, or forgotten scenes of later years, were
often revived; for

I

could not be said to recollect them.

THK OPEN
If I

had been

told of

them when waking,

I
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should

not have been able to acknowledge them as part of
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BUCHNER ON RELIGION.

L.

Prof. L. Blichner, the well-known author of" Force

my past experience, but placed, as they were, before and Matter," has recently published a pamphlet,*
me, in dreams, like intuitions, and clothed in all their ''•Ueber Religiose und Wissenschaftlichc Weltanevanescent circumstances and accompan3'ing feelings, schauung^'' in which he denounces religion as being a
I

recognized them instantly."

belief in a supernatural world.

Tartars, under the influence of koumiss (fermented

A

mare's milk), become absurdly garrulous.

unbosom himself

stern,

to his

groom, de-

tailing his financial projects or the record

of his gal-

old chieftain will

lantries,

or assemble his

companions under the im-

pulse of an irresistible hankering for a display of oratorial talents.

Arsenic

is

quite justified in so severely

criticis-

He

has stated, however, on page 8 of his pamphlet, thit,

in his polemical

treatment of religious cosmic conceptions,
to the construction of the word " relig-

he has reference

ious" as based upon ecclesiastical and denominational

eaters

-

Prof. Blichner

ing religion, if the word has to be accepted as he defines
" superstition or worship of a supernatural deity."
it,

become

introspective,

preferring

principles only, and in a private letter he gives us his opin-

most entertaining conver- ion of our view as follows
" In the main I quite agree
hunger of with your views upon the subject, and have no objection,
the poor Sierra Indians with visions of luxurious feasts; furthermore, to your retaining the word religion' in the
and Dr. Lajxock (^Alind and Brain, vol. I, p. 422) corrected sense in which you have conceived it; although
mentions //lantasmagorias 0/ /larmo/iy among the cu- the distasteful notion incidentally attached to the word
their silent reveries to the

:

sation; coca (a Peruvian tonic) beguiles the

'

rious effects of a dose of aconite. " On a certain night,"
he says, " when a sufferer from severe pain and great

may indeed

weakness, the writer took one drop of Fleming's tincture of aconite, and slept. About midnight he became
sensible of .a novel state of perception, obscure at first,
but shaped at last into strains of grand aerial music,
in cadences of equisite harmony, how dying away
round mountains in infinite perspective, now pealing
along ocean-like valleys. Knowing by previous ex-

of ideas connected with the

perience that

it

must be a

hallucination, he at last

listened to ascertain the cause,

and found

it

was the

midnight train entering an adjoining railThus, under changes induced in the
Brain, by a drop of a tonic tincture, the harsh rattle of
the iron vibrating on the air in the silence of a summer
night was changed into harplike aerial music, such

rattle of a

way

station.

not only as " ear had not heard," but no conceivable
art of

man

could realize.

Associated therewith was

also a suggested terrestrial vision of space of infinite

extent and grandeur."

A decoction

of the

rly-toadstool (used for

both the

memory and

the sense of space.

In

his delirium, the toper will repeat the sanie anecdote
till

the impatience of his hearers explodes in an em-

phatic protest against further rehearsals, and in trying
to cross a tiny rill, he will often take a leap sufficient
to clear a goodsized brook.

Wrath, love, fear, fancy, wonder, sadness and selfesteem, can all be stimulated by the influence of as
many different drugs. It would, indeed, be no exaggeration to say that by changes of diet and the
skillful use of chemicals a moral experimenter can
play on the emotions of the human soul, as a skillful
performer would manipulate the key-board of a musical

instrument.

restrain

many from

further dubious circumstance

the

indorsing your opinions.
the limitless confusion

is

word

find enclosed a short essay of

'

religion.'

You

will

mine upon the meaning of

word, which was the occasion of a number of
upon the subject in < Me7ischenthu7n'' and other

articles

we were unable to come to
The views expressed stand in marked

free-thought journals; yet

any agreement.

opposition to each other, although the whole controversy
at bottom but a verbal one, and everything depends
upon what we propose to understand or not understand
by the word religion. Yet you may see, by the passage
is

my

italicised in

essay, that

I,

my

for

part,

jection to offer against the further use of the

have no ob-

word

in the

free-thought acceptation.
" If

may be allowed

I

definition,

it

to take exception here to

will be that I

sufficiently realistic.

deem

The

'

All

it
'

is

your

too indefinite and not
a notion entirely too

which we know but very imperfect!}portions, and behind which all manner of

indefinite, a thing

and only

common

intoxicating purposes by the natives of Kamtschatka)
affects

A

in

may lie concealed. As for the rest I fully
when you characterize your move as a
humanity.
The 'AUgcfiihl im Einzelneti'

other things

agree with you,
religion of

Lebcnfiir die Gesa??i>ntheit

referred to humanity, the

'

(living for the entirety)

is

socialistic idea,

The

which

assent to with

I

'

indeed a be.iutiful, a truly
all

my

heart.j'"

passage to which Prof. BUchner alludes, reads

as follows:

"Opposed

to the belief in the supernatural

the natural: the belief

stands, of course, the

belief in

that everything in the

world has, does and will happen

503,

*This pamphlet was revi
by Mr. Fred. May Holland.

The Open Court

of Octobe

18S7, p.

my

contribution
tProf. Buechner refers to the definition of religion given in
The " Allgefuehl im Einzelnen " is untranslatable as a
to the "Freidenker."
definition.

The

literal

rendering, the " All-feeling in the Individual," does not
The idea, however, is given at length in the

accord with the English idiom.
closing paragraph of

this article.
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conformably to the everlasting and immutable laws of
nature, in accordance with the law of cause and effect,
and without the
This

is

meaning

—the

—

to take the

religion

of the

word

in

broadest

its

For

free-thinker.

the

With regard

weal and progress of the human race on earth,"
have to offer two objections: First, "happiness"

weal and progress of the human race on earth.

indefinite to

'supernatural^ for

is

it

denotes a state of mind which

is

piness of an immoral

man

is

The hap-

different

from the happiness

of a moral man; and under certain conditions

even if of self-created potentiality.
The difference between the 'supernatural'' of those who confess God

to their

and

religion atzd the 'supernatural'' of the free-thinker
it above

piness,

the other beneath the clouds.

progress of ourselves as well as that of the

—

rests solely in the fact that the one searches for

and

" In this sense the definition
a religion

ble to

which had

named would be

applica-

no truly religious con-

good and the just, and it would
thereby meet the demands of those who fancy they
the

possess religion without theistical admixture, or
their confession of faith in Schiller's
"

;

all

find

famous saying:

'Which reHgion I have? There is none of
Which I embrace and the cause? Truly,

In

who

religion

it is

!'

"

ble as

is

that the expression, the

according to his idea, too vague

he prefers to
and relations to mankind.
We do not question that the duties toward humanity are the most important and most difficult of
Man's
religious relations; yet they do not include all.
relation to the animal kingdom, and even to the inanimate world, also implies moral duties.
All,

is,

restrict

;

religion to man's duties

Felix L. Oswald inculcates this truth in his essays,

and he proves beyond the possibility of a doubt how it
that man's conduct in relation to surrounding nature,
his eating and di'inking, his taking exercise, etc., must

is

also

be regulated according to moral principles,

which must be included

in

a monistic religion.

all

of

The

monistic religion, we confidently believe, will prove to
be a " humanitarian religion " and the " religion of hu-

manity"; but w^e expressly

state that

this

name must

may mend even

race.

be canceled altogether in the passage quoted.

Our second

objection

refers

According to our view religion

—

it is

a fact of

is

to

word

the

belief.

independent of belief

The naturalist knows
some relation to everything
The whole universe does not consist

human

nature.

that everything stands in

world.

of single things disconnected, but forms a great unity,

no atom that does not conform to this
no particle of dust
that does not gravitate toward other masses
is

universal law of mutual relation
exists

according to

its

The

weight.

the universe are infinitely

relations of inorganic matter,
to

his

relations of animals to

and the relations of

man

surroundings grov/ in import as he becomes

Man by

conscious of them.

reasoning power
stands

;

more complicated than the

that his

is

dint of his thinking and

enabled to judge better of, and under-

actions

must be regulated by, these

relations.

The

scientist inquires into the

phenomena of nature,

but in his observations he does not take into considera-

he himself

tion that

Science

of nature.

is

is

personally concerned in the
objective.

siders himself a part of the

life

But when man con-

whole natural world, when

he comprehends that his actions have an effect upon his
surroundings and react upon himself and his fellowbeings,

when

in

consequence thereof he feels himself
when he knows that his

not be considered as limiting religion to the relations

responsible for his conduct,

between man and man. All actions of man have a
moral import, and therefore his religion must comprehend all his relations. In order to cover the whole
field of man's duties, the definition of religion must be as
broad as possible, and therefore the expression " the All"
It
seems to us more appropriate than any other term.
is the most general term, yet not vaguer or more indefinite than any other word which could perhaps be substituted.
It is at the same time signally realistic
as
realistic, at least, as any name.
It includes not only
what we know of nature at present, but whatever

conduct

—

human

would accordingly suggest that the word happiness

and there

main points Prof. Biichner agrees with our

standpoint; his only objection

Unhappiness will benefit
a bad man; hapon the other hand, is dangerous and objectionasoon as it comes in conflict with the weal and

else in the

you may mention

all

pos-

is

weal and progress.

the moral man, and

ceptions, or to a general belief in the ultimate triumph

of the true,

it

very unhappiness of both will contribute

sible that the

We

and

too subjective

be of any use for a definition.

extends beyond the natural condition of man, and exalts
him to a sphere which co?2forms to laws of higher

—

that the

" the belief in the happi-

is

ness,

we

certain sense this belief also

to Prof. Biichner's expression

religion of the free-thinkers

free-thinker, too, has a religion^ or can have one, if he
understands by that ivord the belief in the happi?zess,

In a

we

can attain.

personal interference.

possibility of a

the belief, or

acquisition or eventual increase of our knowledge

is

to

be regulated, not

at

his

pleasure,

according to his relations to the All, he

Religion

is

is

but

religious.

subjective.

Science and religion both embrace the whole

of nature and natural

life.

field

Science and religion never

cease to influence each other, and the progress of the

one promotes the progress of the other. No science
without religion. The greatest discoveries have been
made by men of deep religious feeling, by earnest lovers
of truth, by
for truth

men who

did not live for themselves, but

and for the discovery of truth,

viz.:

science.

THE OPKN COURT.
we say

But

also,

religion without science.

on certain

belief rests

Science

Wrong

no

human

nature, and so

is

religion.

notions do not annihilate science, nor do super-

stitions destroy religion.

The

prevalence of errors does

not prove the non-existence of either religion or science.

Truth

remain truth, even

will

ception.

Accordingly,

ation but

work

we do

if

not

obscured by miscon-

demand

the extermin-

for the purification of religion as well as

science.

and there

dogmatism

is
is

But there

in religion as well as in science,

agnosticism in religion as well as in science.
also an

is

undoubted progress

in

religion as

by a
two extremes, dogmatism

well as in science, and this progress
constant struggle against the

is

effected

and agnosticism.
Accordingly,

define religion as man's conscious-

ness and clear conception of his relations to the All,

which includes his duties to humanity, his duties
his lower fellow-creatures, and his whole conduct

to

in

every respect.

CORRESPONDENCE.
MATTHEW ARNOLD'S
To the Editor of

known.
is far ahead of her great rival, not only in the science and practice of war but in all the arts and qualities of peace.
In literature the Germans, conscious of their ow-n deficiencies,
heeded well the advice and warning of all their critics, and studied
every e.xample.
Every foreign book of any value at all was translated into the German language, and made an exercise for the
German intellect. Shakespeare and Milton influenced German
literary development more than they influenced the literary character of England.
The Germans analyzed and compared the

No

renders a people insensible to their

Why

own imperfections

improve that which

fertility of its soil, the variety of its climate,

honor us more

and not cling

to

it

To the Editor of

Your

heed the censure of Matthew Arnold
Let us try to remove the reproach

it.

not heeded.

The Germans, on

the other hand, were doubtful about their
and when the critics ridiculed their clumsy tactics both in peace and war, they shrewdly thought that perhaps
the critics might be right.
So they learned the criticisms all by
heart, and tested them.
They treated every criticism as a hint,
and improved upon it. They never said that they were ready, but
they kept on getting ready.
Whether their critics were friendly or
perfections,

T.

No. 35 entitled "Idealism, Realism and Moan able explanation of a very difficult problem. Your
Monism is a union of Idealism and Realism, to the exclusion of
their extremes Spiritualism and Materialism, but does the name
nism,"

is

"Monism"

your meaning?

sufficiently designate

the different systems of philosophy

now

materialists call themselves monists

I

find that ali

claim a monistic basis; the

and even

ultra-spiritualists

do

likewise (Dti Prel: Die momstisclte Seelenlelire).
Is

it

advisable to use a word that does service for such different

masters?
of

c.

t.

s.

[The word Monism expresses the ideal of a unitary conception
the universe.
The term does service to many different masters,

to materialists as well as spiritualists, because all of thera acknowledge that a philosophic system must be unitary; it must agree
with all facts and must be free from contradiction; one truth can-

not contradict another truth.

This seems very simple and

exist.

that will last for a century or two

M.

The Open Court:

the people of the middle ages

1S70.

truly,

editorial in

spirit or to matter,

own

to

Yours

resented,

in

come

our pride.

in

was given to the
For many years the French had been convinced
that they were La Grande Xation; that they were superior to every
other people in the world, and especially to the Germans.
Their
orators told them so; their newspapers told them so.
Criticism was
world

the cheap-

MONISM AND HENISM.

is al-

ready perfect?

A warning

and

under moral discipline what availeth it? Their g'reatness will be material and coarse.
If self-conceit refuse counsel and resent criticism; if the Americans think they have nothing to learn from

very often a substitute for self-respect; and mob-

weakened the American character by a constant repetition of boast and bombast to the effect that
everything here is better than it is elsewhere.
Three hundred and
sixty-fi%-e days Fourth-of-Julying in one year is tiresome, and the
it

weaken Germany

The United States is great by reason of its natural resources.
other nation in the world has ever been so favored. The ex-

It will

orators and mob-newspapers have

and hinders their improvement.

this practice did not

than to fretfully complain of

National wisdom to heed well the criticism that comes
frem other nations; to study it and learn it like a lesson. Self-

practice of

and

paralleled in the history of the world; but unless the people

is

is

nations,

ness of its land, its mineral wealth, its facilities for internal commerce and manufactures, its absolute security from foreign invasion, and its free institutions promise a national development un-

CRITICISM.

The Open Court:

—

glorification

all

but strengthened her until at last she produced poets of her own
w^orthy to stand on the plane of Milton and of Shakespeare.
As it
was in poetry so it was in other fields of literature, in all the varied
branches of art, science and philosophy.

other people, they will become a purely selfish race, morally and
mentally below their material rank in the world.

Dear Sir; It is freely said that the death of Matthew Arnold
was untimely because it came when the Americans were smarting
under the sting of his recent criticism on their institutions, and especially on their press.
Therefore in their anger they would fail
to be as generous to his memory as they would have been if that
criticism had not been written, or if it had been written long ago.
I am not of that opinion.
His death was not untimely if the
shock of it serves to direct the American conscience to the criticism
itself.
The American editors as a class were hurt by the truth of
it, and because they knew that it was true, and especially because
they knew that it came from a just man and a sincere friend of the
American government and the American people.
It

and studied hard.

result is

tent

we

as teachers,

Germany

teachings of

There

967

Germans regarded them

hostile, the

The

scientific notions.

a fact of

is

Religious

untenable in theology

may be

self-evident,

who

declared

but

it

e.

g.

was not so
that what

to
is

true in philosophy.

The unitary ideal of our philosophy is a recent acquisition
and the term monism is its most exact expression. The spiritualists and the materialists reduce all phenomena to one principle, to
without taking into consideration that both
Their unitary view has been obtained by elimination of one
important factor, of reality. Accordingly their view may be free
from self-contradiction subjectively it may be a unitary view, but

—

not objectively;
iiess

but no

it

does not agree with

iiwiiisiii;

sophic one-sidedness

Time

will tell

and

I

propose to

lienisiii

(see

This is oiie-sidedsuch systematized philo-

all facts.

call

Open Court No.

whether our view

is

true

8, p.

210).

Monism, and whether

the materialist's and spiritualist's claims to a monistic conception
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We do not object to their using the term, even if
must be classed under henism. The term monism
might serve them as a guide-post which, it is to be hoped, will lead
them on the right road to a truly unitary conception of the world.
We do not fight about words, but we work for ideas; however,
we know that the proper usage of words is indispensable for a cor-

— Organization meets us at every step — and

are tenable.

and

their views

implies spirit."

Editor. ]

rect understanding of ideas.

BOOK REVIEWS.
The New Statement.

Published by

//.

j?.

Malder,

Bun/ick,

This little pamphlet which was recently received at our office,
is an odd mixture of the simple truths of IVIonism, and the phanThe first chapter contains
tastic ideas of a spiritualistic tendency.
the following statements:

There

is onu.

no

is

All individualities

other.

are but parts of this one all-including being.

To

man

designate this one, that includes

has no

fitter

All truth

knowledge

is

all,

and transcends

all,

term than the name God.

God's truth, for

all reality is in

God, and

all

true

knowledge of God.
All that can be known of the unknown must be learned through
the known.
Know thyself! and thou shalt know all thou canst know of God.
Faith assures us that what is true of a part must be in harmony with the truth of the whole, though it may not be the whole

Wisdom
The

man can

only result from a knowledge of himself

highest exercise of faith

all,

or God.

the realization that

is

all

things

and that the greatest good
harmony, because harmony is the law of God.
All things being in, and of God, it is obvious that all are

are one; that
is

in

his relation to the universe, the

all

variety exists in unity,

related.

The

exists

by and for

itself

independent of the whole.

end, purpose and perfection of

all

existence

aids

have

v.'e

is

organization

a valuable contribution

to the study of

same time

ly philosophical, at the

that

it is

is

w.

c. p.

Heartsease and Rue.

James

Russell

Lowell.

Boston:

Houghton, Mifiiin & Co.
We have learned to take up a new volume of poems by an old
and loved poet, of well established fame, with a little feeling of
dread, as seldom do the later works of any author equal the expectations aroused in our

But we are glad

first

delighted reading of his earlier works.

admit a disappointment of a more pleasant
As its title implies, it is a
order in Mr. Lowell's latest volume.
The
collection of verses of both a happy and sorrowful order.
volume opens with a fine poetical tribute to Agassiz, written just
to

Agassiz's great-hearted, joyous

after the great naturalist's death.

nature

admirably described

is

in the lines,

" He, that

was friends with earth and all her sweet
Took with both hands unsparingly."

Among

poems

the other long

a tribute to Geo.

is

Wm.

Curtis,

" Endymion," and further described as "a mystical comment on
Titian's 'Sacred and Profane Love '," contains many beautiful lines,
and is infused with a noble conception of love. Among the humorous poems we find "Credidimus Jovem Regnare, " a rhymed
dissertation on certain thought-problems of the day, written in a
mildly satirical view, which appeared soon after the poet's return
from England, and excited some unfavorable comment from the

which,

we

confess,

we

care less

The poem,

for.

entitled

severe moralists, disposed to interpret every line in
ness, to see in

it

its

bare

literal-

only an implied censure of an age devoted to the

That Mr. Lowell has no great fear of the
upon poetry, and the ideal life, may
be gathered from the sonnet, "Science and poetry," which we
should like to quote entire, did space permit but which does not
scientific

Nothing

essay on Socrates

Greek literature, profoundclear and entertaining in
style.
We gladly commend this volume of posthumous essays,
before
the public.
There is
so strangely late in its appearance
substance for thought and reflection on every page, and the high
cheer and courage, which run throughout the book, affect the
to the

is

truth.

and

many

The

reader like a spiritual tonic.

Mass., i8S8.

All that exists

spirit.

and

practical.

destructive effects of science

the main-

tenance of a right or harmonious relation of the various parts

to

;

each other, and

to the

whole or God.

divide

But we must protest when the anonymous author makes "thought the only motive power in the universe," and deduces from this axiom that true knowledge creates
"spiritual, mental and bodily health," and that " the final outcome
of knowlede is the annihilation of death."
So

far

we can

itself easily,

even for the quotation of a

line.

agree.

P.

c.

The Ar/ Amaletir comes punctually for

May

notices of Spring Exhibitions and sales of paintings.
tells

anecdotes of trickery

in sales

w.

many
Montezuma

with

its

with a boldness in naming both

dealers and victims which certainly argues courage and indepen-

Thomas Stan-

Substance and Show.

Edited,

A'ing.

an

with

Introduction, by E. P. Whipple. Boston; Houghton, Mifflin

&

dence on his part.
He may do real service to artists and amateurs by giving unprejudiced and reliable information on points of
law and custom in picture sales indicating the methods of honest
An interesting paragraph tells of the
as well as dishonest dealers.

—

Co.

We

have here a series of twelve discourses, lectures and sermons, delivered by one of the most eloquent speakers of modern

New

opportunities open to an intelligent bric-a-brac collector in

general public chiefly for his oratorical power and brilliancy, but

knows a good thing when he sees it and
dares trust his own judgment may sometimes make a bargain
both
sides,
but an inexperienced amateur had better
which pleases

the volume of essays before us shows that he deserves to be re-

trust to the integrity of a well

York.

times.

Thomas

membered

Starr

as a thinker,

Mr. Whipple, says

became a

King

is

remembered

in this later

His editor,
very interesting preface, that " Mr. King

and close reasoner as

in his

force in the lecture-room, as he

pulpit by the

happy union

in his

whom

labored

where both independence

became a force

'
'

in

the

nature of brilliancy of talent with

to

make

with Theodore

The

first

the

new

known dealer.
is more interesting than

Boston

she gives some account,

I

wish

public library, which

it

is

were

precede rather than follow

The
lich

&

its

fuller, of the

usual, fon

designs foq

a very important work.

highly desirable that criticism upon

the lecture-room a place

and peculiarity of character
essay in the book is the
famous lecture on " Substance and Show," and is a plea for the
spiritual interpretation of the universe based on known scientific
law.
"We talk of the world of matter, but there is no such
world.
Everything about us is a mixture or marriage of matter
of opinion

could be freely expressed."

really

Greta's letter from

well.

He compares him

beneficence of character,"
Parker, both of

day by the

One who

it

should as

much

It

as possible

erection.

notice of Rembrandt's Etchings at the gallery of Wunder-j

Co.

is

very interesting and

very fine work.

.It is

sad to think

study to such work, but

his influence

is

sifted

illustrated

when we consider

during which a real masterpiece

by the few, we do not

is

is

by

fac-similes o^

how few have time

to give

du^

the years and centurie

loved and studied, though onl«

feel that the master's efforts are lost,

and

through the few and reaches the many who

"
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often do not know the source
sketch of " Mending the Net

from which
" is

Henry Bacon's

comes.

it

pleasing and suggestive, although

the figures and faces seem rather conventional than

full

of

the

rough freedom of fish-women's life. Elizabeth Strong's sketch of
"The Poacher's" makes the canine culprits very thoughtful and
but I very much fear if they could speak, they would say
"Ha! I would do it again."
The colored plate is a very clever imitation of oil-painting and
is truly named " The Laughing Man," but a more commonplace

intent,

and interesting subject

it

would be hard

to find except in the bar-

bers' shops.

Many good hints to j'oung artists and teachers make the number valuable, and I would specially call attention to the Amateur
Photographic Exhibition to be held in Boston May, 7th to 12th.
A great deal of good work is done by Amateurs, and in their
free range of subjects they preserve

many

effects

and

usual variety of exceptionally

The

first

essay

is

"On

True Philosophy," by Shadworth H. Hodgson; S. Bryof the Nature and Functions of a Complete Symbolic Language; Rev. H. Bushdall on "Dr. Martineau and the
Theory of Vocation," and H. F. Shand on "The Unity of Consciousness."
The discussions are on the "Hallucinations of
Memory and Telepathy,' " by Prof. J. Boyce; and on " Feeling as
Indifierence," by J. Sully and F. H. Mason.
The Critical Notices
are H. Seth's " Hegelianism and Personality," by D. G. Ritchie;
C. Mercier's "The Nervous System and the Mind," by T. Whittaker; J. Venn's "Logic of Chance," by W. E. Johnson; and C.
There
Sigwart's " J'orfragcn der Ethik," by Prof. 'W. B. Sorley.
is a very full list of notices of New Books bearing on Mental Science, English and Foreign, and Notes on Dr. Cabbett's " Elements
of Physiological Psychology," by Prof. G. T. Ladd; and on Leibnitz and Hobbes by the Editor, etc., etc.
D.

S., treats

Siicnci: " of

comparative
'

'

May

4th speaks of the chair of

psychology

at the College

experimental and

'

The greatest
men as a

cent innovation at the College de France, to which

That

institution,

we have

al-

it

most eminent scholars, has converted a chair at
the college into a chair of
experimental and comparative psychology.'
This is a very high tribute to the new psychology, and
this illustrious example will, it is hoped, induce other institutions
to take a similar step.
M. Paul Janet contributes an extensive
article in the RlI'iic' dc- Deux MonJes, outlining the interests which
of France's

'

new professorship

and defending it against
certain misrepresentations to which it has been laid open.
The
occupant of the new professorship is Th. Ribot, whose name is
well known to English readers, and all of whose works have been
translated and editions published in America.
His three monographs upon the
Diseases of the
Diseases of Memory, the
Will,' and the
Diseases of Personality' are most admirable introductions into the studies with which they are concerned.
His
work upon the psychological aspects of heredity is of standard
value, and his compilations of the systems of English psychologists and of German psychologists are hardly less serviceable.
M. Ribot will in his new sphere be able to still further widen his
useful influence by imparting to young men the same enthusiasm
and liberality of thought which he has shown in his works, and
nowhere more than in his able editorship of the Rc-^uc I'/ii/othe

—

is

to represent,

'

'

new psychology

in their faculties.

moral

class,

life.

Matthew Arnold's view
"

may be found

under that

ers,

a

Mr. W. M. Salter says, is that
them no chance for the higher,

gives

it

of the relation

in his

between " Science and
at Cambridge, given

Bede Lecture

title.

Mr. Richard A. Proctor, whose name is familiar to our readsome time ago came near being shot by a demented person at

New York

hotel.

The Concord Summer School

of

Philosophy, owing to the

death of Mr. Alcott and the absence of Dr. Harris, will hold no
session this

summer.

Humphrey Ward's "Robert Elsmere," the greatest
novel of many years, preaches the religion of humanity.

Mrs.
ligious

reIt

has had the honor of a review from Mr. Gladstone.

An exchange tells of a little boy who, when asked why he had
been bad during the day, answered that he wasn't sure, but he
asked God to help him that morning, and he thought that perhaps
God had

not tried hard enough.

Dr. O. Pfleiderer's great work on
ligion" has

Mr. Allan Menzies.

"The Philosophy

of Re-

an able English translator
The second volume, concluding the his-

had the good fortune

to find

torical part, has lately appeared.

A

ranking as the repre-

sentative of the higher education, and having connected with

some

1888) devoted to a

evil of poverty,

taking

de France as follows:

'The French educational world is discussing with interest a re-

ready referred in Scicnte.

11,

in

NOTES.

in
'

work

of having a representative of the

'

'

Sdentifiqtie, April

of his course

Europe and America. He
finds everywhere encouraging examples of good work by scientific
methods, and draws a very hopeful picture of the strides that this
young science seems destined to make in the near future. The
step that the College de France has thus taken is an indication of
the raison d'^/re which scientific psychology has already proved
for itself; and a similar form is doubtless to take place elsewhere.
It is gratifying to add that the educational institutions of this
country are beginning to realize the propriety of such a step, and

the Con-

ditions of a
ant,

{Re-^'ue

brief survey of psychological

Religion
its

able and important essays and criticisms of recent thought on diverse phases of mental science.

Professor Ribot

The opening address

is.

peculiarities

which are well worthy of study.
Decorative art receives due attention; the design of fringed
gentians will attract by its naturalness and the fish plate is very
delicate and pretty.
" MiiiJ" for April contains

969

whose founder he

sophiijue,

gentleman who recently visited Herbert Spencer, tells us
Mark Twain, and that his conversational manner is
The great dualistic philosopher has the air of one inhabiting

that he quoted
light.

a serene region, far above the turmoils of

life.

gentleman who was acquainted with Matthew Arnold, says
that he had an almost boyish kindness and freshness of ternperament, and this notwithstanding frequent terrible pain from the

A

disease, neuralgia of the heart, that caused his

Mr. Moncure D. Conway, who

is fifty-six

religious career in a settlement of Quakers,

sudden death.
years old, began his

whom he left to become

a Methodist, then a Unitarian, and finally a free-religion min-

first

ister.

During the war he

settle in

helped his father's slaves to escape

and

Ohio.

By the resignation of Prof. Stanley Hall, Johns Hopkins loses
the leading American psychologist, just as a splendid laboratory
psychology has been started, and the Anu-nciui
experimental
of

'

'

—

Journal of Psydiology launched on
be impossible.
Prof. Joseph

its

career.

To

Le Conte, who has long stood

fill

his place will

first in this

coun-

writers devoted to the conciliation of religion and science, is a gray-haired, much loved professor at the University of
In the last twelve
California, where he holds the chair of geology.
years books and essays have followed rapidly from his pen, " Evotry

among

lution in
ton's,

its

Relation to Religious Thought," just issued by Apple-

being the

latest.

THK OPEN COURT
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Those interested
by a fellow physician

should read an essay

in Dr. Oswald's articles

turies ago near

on the physiological
causes that produce the Tramp, the Dead-Beat and the Crank.

ing,

Few understand the
Emerson was a monist when he wrote:
that it is the
secret of Time {i. e. the succession of phenomena),
And Shelley expressed
distribution of a Whole in causal series."
"The one remains, the many
the same thought when he sang,

title

in the April Suiiilnriuin,

'

'

—

—

change and pass."

The

Century announces a series of articles on dreams, presen-

somnambulism, clairvoyance and spiritualism,
by Rev. J. M. Buckley, whose recent article on "Faith-Healing"
in that magazine shows remarkable ability for dealing with this
timents, astrology,

dubious class of subjects.

Mr. Thomas Davidson of Orange, N. J., whose contributions
be remembered, opens the second session of
his School of Philosophy at Farmington, Conn., this summer.
The course embraces, among others, lectures on ethics, and on
modern religious thought as exhibited in Tennyson's In Memoriani.
to this journal will

Why

do we remember forwards and not backwards? Because,
says a recent writer in Mind, our thoughts usually give their attention to the future, and so acquire the habit of facing forwards;
hence in recalling the events, for example, of i860, it comes more
natural to begin with January and look forwards than with

Decem-

ber and look backwards.

work

of

Max

'

'

Miiller will find

Miiller

much

instructive information in

from which extracts have been published
Open Court, p. 884.

this book,

The

The June

" Popular Science Monthly

" will

in

No. 33 of

in the

province of Shan-Tung.

The tomb of Confucius is a huge mound, overof dukes.
trees, on the banks of the River Sze, with carved animals on each corner and groves of cypress trees ranged solemnly
around.
The relics of his age, and the rich tributes of worship
paid to him by generation after generation, since 600 B. C, have
grown with

been gathered into this " House of Confucius," lately destroyed.
Here were accumulated precious texts on stone and marble and
commentaries on his books, wonderful carvings in jade and alabaster, jars and vases of porcelain, beyond all price, to say nothing of
jewels and gold and silver work sent from all parts of the celesAll, or
tial kingdom, and even by reverential " outer barbarians."
all

of these treasures are forever lost

nearly

all,

event,

which has

tional calamity.

have a copiously

on "Whistles, Ancient and Modern," by M.
L. GuTODE, in which many forms of these ear-piercing instruments are described, ranging from the boy's whistle of willow to

by

this deplorable

upon China as nothing short of a naNo liberality on the part of emperor or people
fallen

can replace the vanished memorials of that remarkable teacher.
IFrom The Paper World.

—

Xenos Clark

"An

in his essay

The Open Court:

"

English Monist" says on page

Who among men

now-a-days can say
This seems to imply a denial of a fuBut we do not believe that we misconstrue
ture life in any form.
Mr. Xenos Clark, if we understand that he has reference to a trans899 of

that there

is

a future life?"

Utopia only, as is taught by
I know, no objection
to the view of a continuance of existence after death which has
been proposed in Mr Hegeler's essays "The Basis of Ethics,"
No. I, and "The Soul," No. 15. Mr. Hegeler justly considers
life in

dualistic doctrines.

immortality

(viz.

:

some

spiritual

Our author makes,

the

asfar as

immanent immortality

as the corner-stone of Ethics.

illustrated article

In this build-

teacher have dwelt in an unbroken line for 2,500 years, bearing the

cendental future

Max

and the Philosophy of
Language " was published by Longmans, Green & Co., London, in
Those interested in the study of language, and especially in
1879.
Prof. L. Noire's book

the

Loo

generation after generation, the male heirs of the great Chinese

He

as taught

says on page 396:

by Monism)
"We can

form our soul again in the growing generation through education
and example, individually and collectively. We can preserve and
elevate the soul of the present generation and of posterity.

preserve and to elevate the quality of the

The

human

To

soul, that is the

subject of the continuance of

life after

death

curious earthen specimens, the work of the ancient Peruvians, and

basis of ethics."

a form in which chemicals are employed.

has also been treated in the editorial of No. 25, Evolution and ImThe transcendental immortality of a ghostlike existence
mortality.

In his letter accepting the presidency of the

new Clark Uni-

versity at Worcester, Mass., Prof. Hall strongly implies that noth-

ing could have induced

him

to leave his

kins but the expectation of building
tific

research in his

may be expected

new

position.

up

work

at the

John Hop-

a great institution of scien-

The funds

are ample, and

it

The Western Unitarian Conference

is

now assembled in thirty-

meeting of the directors was held at headWednesday was devoted to the reading of papers and
quarters.
reports upon Mission Work and to the discussion of kindred subjects.
The commemorative exercises: " Fifty Years of Emerson, 1838last a

1888," were conducted in the First

M. E. Church

last

evening.

Addresses were madebyjenkin Lloyd Jones, Frank W. Gunsaulus
and William C. Gannett; appropriate selections were read, and a
poem recited by John W. Chadwick. Papers will be read to-day

upon "Moral Education in the Public Schools" by George P.
Brown; upon the "Relation of Literature to a Child's Education"
by Mary E. Burt; and upon the "Actual Roots of Religion in
Human Nature. Does Religion mean more or less as Modern
Thought discards the Creeds?" by Henry DotyMaxson. The subject of to-night's discussion at the First M. E. Church will be
"The Possible American Church." The opening remarks are to

—

be made by the President of the Conference, D. L. Shorey.

The burning of the Museum of Confucius, which took place
remote village of China has destroyed one of the most
remarkable literary and artistic collections in the world. The edifice was the ancestral home of the family of Confucius, built cenlately in a

tenable and impossible per

that psychology will have a prominent place.

fourth annual session at the Third Unitarian Church of this city.

Upon Tuesday

dream-land as has been taught by dualism, is unse, while the immanent immortality of
a continuance in our children, in our works and perhaps most in
the influence of our ideas upon the present and following generations is an undeniable fact.

in a supernatural

Mr. John Chappellsmith, our venerable contributor, vigorous
and healthy even now in his eighty-second year has sent us his essay
"
Professor Max Miiller and the Science of Thought," as a conon
Mr. Chappellsmith
tribution explaining the problems of Monism.
professes to be a Monist as much as we do; but there is a gap between us which, as he takes it, can not be bridged over; our difHe says, in a letference, he thinks, is radical and fundamental.
ter to us, extracts of which were published in The Open Court
No matter but from pre-existing matter; no life but from
No. 26)
pre-existing life; no brute mind but from pre-existing brute mind; no
human mind but from pre-existing human mind." We repeat
what we stated in a foot note on page 757, that we agree with Mr.
" No matter but from pre-existing
Chappellsmith when he says:
matter; no life but from pre-existing life." When he declares,
" No human mind but from pre-existing human mind," we agree
in so far as the animal mind contains the germ of the human mind.
Evolution, as we have explained in our editorial of No. XXV, page
729, is not an e-volving of something which existed before in an involved state; it is a development from simpler to more complex and
There is no break in the conricher, from lower to higher forms.
tinuity of life.
No gap exists between the so-called inorganic and
'

:

'

the organic matter.

;

THK OPEN COURT.
Our

in

on the surface of the earth
Preyer considers as the dross, a remnant or residuum of a life
which our planet lived in its first igneous state of a blazing inso-called inorganic elements

The

candescence.
life in

sun,

Preyer declares,

lives the

most intense

the solar system, and there cannot have been a break in the

development of living forms from this igneous (solar) life of our
planet to the development of plants and animals.
If this is true, we have to revise and correct our view of matter: for matter then can no longer be considered as a dead, inert
substance.
The fiery state of our planet must have possessed a
vitality from which the life of the planets and animals have been
developed.

Matter

in so far as

to exhibit life,

it

— a kind of

possesses self-motion must be conceded

the broadest sense of the word.

lite in

Life in the sense of self-motion develops organic

life in

the shape

of vegetable and animal forms.

Animal existence exhibits all the
fundamental symptoms of psychical life, and psychical life has
produced in the course of a long evolution the human mind with

all its

No

is

gressive

when

was just as if a lynx had
was preparing to enthrew himself upon the

a wild lion

booty, shaking his mane, while the other ran

away with
upon his back.
Twice Use called her husband to dinner in vain;
when she approached his chair anxiously she saw a disthe blows of the stronger beast

turbed countenance.

" I cannot eat," he said, abruptly

" send over to ask Fritz to

come here

directly."

Use, alarmed, sent to the neighboring house and
seated herself in the Professor's room, following him

"What

with her eyes as he strode up and down.

basso

excited you, Felix?" she asked, anxiously.

said,

beg of you, dear wife,

to dine without

me," he

continuing his rapid strides.

The Doctor entered hastily.
from a manuscriot of Tacitus,"

"

The

fraginent

is

not

said the Professor, to

his friend.

"Vivat Bachhuber!"
waving his hat.
" There is no reason

replied

he, while

at the

still

door,

to

rejoice,"

interrupted

Professor, gloomily; "the fragment, wherever

the

may

it

a great difference

between the two, the one being proand degenerating.

Doctor.
" No," cried the Professor, loudly; " the whole

and

explain the state of

aspiring, the other retrogressive

number we

the last

are publishing an essay

Stood at eve beside

my

JR.

window-sill

the west; the

wood and then

when on the hill
some lone house, a

off,

Beneath the star, in
light
lighted, and my thoughts, from distant flight,
Came there and hovered till the dark grew still.

one another on the parchment

near, with

Part of our lives or theirs

The joy and sorrow.

who

feel

All the land

what can be
with us

and

The

sea.

are less than one hearth-stone, and thus.
Against the curtain of immensity,
candle dims the light of Hesperus.
For of the soul the body form doth take
For soul is form, and doth the body make.

regularly omitting

He

This cannot be doubted."
led the Doctor, who now looked as much per-

plexed as himself, to his books, and showed him the
correctness of his statement.

"

The

forger has collected his learning from

printed text of the father, for he has been clumsy
to transcribe
itor.

a

So

on

the

enough

an error in the print made by the composis an end of the parchment sheet and of

there

German

He

And sky

strip,

the words lying between.

Was

Our hearts are with things

has intro-

forger has written certain words of this quotation under

a height,

the sky, where one star, cold and bright.
Sank through the leafless boughs; and all was still.
of things far

who

duced a hitherto unobserved sentence of Tacitus.

And then

—Speiuer.

a

portion of the so-called fragment has been

transcribed from one of the old fathers,

BY LOUIS BELROSE,

mused

is

part of the text contains words put

together at random and the attempts of the editor to

The under

SONNET.

Watching

The upper

forgery.

bring them into any rational connection are not happy.

view of the subject.

A

feast,

it

kid and

have come from, contains a passage of Tacitus."
" It must have come from some place," said the

who

censuring those

by Cams Sterne on "The Animal Soul and the Human Soul,"
which in opposition to Mr. Chappellsmith exactly represents our

I

joy the

and

little

accounts of the deteriorated savage.

is justified in

Commencing with

I

his ungracious colleague:

destroyed a hare or a

man through

Miiller

the primeval

There

life

XVI.

The cloud had gathered and the heavens were darkened.
The Professor once more took up the treatise of

" I

from dead matter.
If the evolution from the monad to man is one unbroken chain,
I do not say that man did develop from the brute; man developed
from the germs of the higher possibilities in the animal nature.
The difference seems to be slight and a mere difference of expression.
But we attach great importance to this expression, for it
must be borne in mind that the kinship of man to the animal
world is not humiliating for man, but elevating for the animal.
declared:

Max

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

CHAPTER XV.— Continue^.— CHAPTER

wonderful achievements.

This agrees well with Huxley's view, who in an address on
Biogenesis delivered in 1874 before the scientific men of Liverpool,

971

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*

an essay which, if I am not mistaken, he
delivered for the first time in 1S72, and which has since been repeatedly published that there cannot have taken place a gt'iic'ivfio
cijuivoia.
Life can only spring from life.
Preyer explained

scholar also."

took out his handkerchief to dry the perspiration

his forehead

" Hold

!"

and threw himself into a

chair.

exclaimed the Doctor. "Here

of a scholar of honor and repute.

amine calmly whether there may
coincidence."
*TransIation Copyrighted.

it is

a question

Let us once more exnot be an accidental

THK OPEN
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" Try," said the Professor; "

The Doctor long and
text of Struvelius

At

last

I

have done with

went with firm

it."

anxiously collated the restored

with the printed words of the father.

he said sorrowfully

:

"What

Struvelius has re-

stored agrees with the sense and tenor of the

COURT.

words of

* It

must have been apparent

glance

colleague,

his

at

shadow over

threatened to throw a

ing, for he looked frightened

ering the slight variation in the words of his restoration

The

a cunning concealment of his acquaintance with the

quotation; but

still it is

not impossible that by good luck

and acuteness a person might arrive at the true connection, as he found it."
" I do not doubt for a moment that Struvelius made
his restoration honorably and in good faith," replied the
Professor; "but still his position is as annoying as possible.
Deceiver or deceived, the unfortunate treatise is a
terrible humiliation, not only for

him but

The words

edly a forgery

of the parchment strip

itself,"

continued

and

;

it is

your duty

to reveal the state of

my

"

The duty

"

Of him who

of

husband.''" asked Use, rising.

has discovered the forgery; and

if

Struvelius were his most intimate friend, Felix must do

monk and

only added these words

" It has, indeed,"

:

exclaimed Struvelius, and

some time poring over
this confirmation,"

"

This

sat

for

"I ought to be satisfied with

it.

he said

at last,

looking up from the

folio.

But the Professor

on the book, say-

laid his finger

ing:

"An extraordinary
which you have

typographical error in

restored

end of the book.

at the

strip are thus partly

this edition

— an

which

error

The words

is

correcrea

of the parchmer''

put together from this printed pas-

Struvelius remained mute, but he was much alarmet.,
and looked anxiously upon the contracted brow of h,"
colleague.

"

Mention it first to him," implored Use. " Do not
treat him as he has treated you; if he has been in error
let him repair it himself."
The Professor reflected a moment and nodding to his
friend said: " She is right." He hastened to the table
and wrote to Professor Struvelius, expressing a wish to
speak to him immediately on an important subject. He
gave the letter to Gabriel and his heart felt lighter; he
"

was now ready to enjoy his dinner.
Use begged the Doctor to remain with her husband
and endeavored

to lead their

on the

table.

When

they looked

at the

sausage

its ample
was impossible

lay there so peaceable and comfortable in

dimensions, encircled by a blue ribbon,

it

not to acknowledge that, in spite of false appearances

and empty presumption, there was still something sterAs they contemplated
to be found on earth.

ling

the good solid dish, their hearts softened, and a gentle

smile betrayed their

human weakness.

now

It will

be to your interest to give the neces-

sary explanations concerning this forgery to the public

"

A

forgery
"

cautiously.

I

'

impossible," retorted Struvelius, in-

is

myself removed the old glue that cov

ered the text from the parchment."
"

Yet you

me

not in your posno pleasure to me
to enter the ranks against a colleague; therefore you
yourself must without delay make the whole matter
public.
For it stands to reason the forgery must be
made known."
session.

You

tell

that the strip

will believe that

is

it is

Struvelius reflected.

thoughts to other subjects.

She took a letter from Frau Rollmaus from her pocket,
in which she begged Use to send her something learned
to read, selected by the Professor; and Use expressed a
wish that they might thus make some return for the partridges and other game that Frau Rollmaus had sent to
them. This helped in some degree to cast the sanguinary thoughts of the gloomy men into the background.
At last she produced a long round sausage, which Frau
Rollmaus had especially destined for the Doctor, and
it

on end.

Professor laid before him the printed passage of

the old

it."

as

their present meet-

his hair stood

sage and are a forgery."

the case."

it

a

conversation

has been copied into the text of the parchment strip

the Doctor, " are undoubtedly transcribed and undoubt-

placed

and

last

passage has escaped you."

for our Uni-

versity."

"

Struvelius, after

to

that their

the father so remarkably that one cannot help consid-

as

room; the Doctor went

steps into his

quietly away, promising to return again shortly.

"

take for granted that you speak with the best inbegan at last, " but I am firmly convinced

I

tentions," he

parchment is genuine, and I must leave it to
do what you consider your duty. If you choose
to attack your colleague publicly, I will endeavor to
that the

you

to

bear

it."

Having
but

much

said this,

Struvelius

went away obdurate,

disquieted, and matters took their evil course.

Use saw with sorrow how severely her husband suifered
from the obstinacy of his colleague. The Professor
now wrote a short statement of the affair in the literary
journal to which he contributed.
He introduced the
fatal passage of the monk, and forbearingly expressed
his regret that the acute author of the pamphlet had in
some way been imposed upon by a forgery.
This decisive condemnation created an immense
sensation in the University.
Like a disturbed swarm of
j

There was
his appearance.

a ring at the

The

door and Struvelius made

Professor collected himself and

bees, the
velius

colleagues

had but few

moved about

warm

confusedly.

friends, but

Stru-

he had no oppo-
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It is

true that at

according to

first,

all

literary

judgment, he v/as considered as done for; but he himself
was not of this opinion and composed a rejoinder. In
he boasted, not without self-complacency, of the
satisfactory confirmation of his restoration by the pas-

COTTRT.

kerchief from Struvelius' room.

in the

overlooked

monk's writing, which he had undoubtedly
;

he treated the coincidence of the error

Not

"

The

this

sage

hostile feelings.

in

CHAPTER

own

considered certain authors as their

peculiar domain, and despised a small accidental discov-

though an unprejudiced judge could not hope

ery,

for a

greater.

This offensive allusion

to the

hidden manuscript cut
proudly disdained

the Professor to the quick, but he
to enter into

rejoinder of Struvelius

had the

effect

University

was

certainly unsuccessful; but

of giving courage to those

who were

ill-disposed

The

the side of the opponent.
doubtful, they said, and

it

members of

toward Felix

thing was, at

was contrary

to

it

the

to join

all

events,

good fellow-

ship to accuse a colleague openly of such a great oversight; the assailant

might have

left

it

to others to

do

so.

But the better portion of the leading members of the
University contended from the camp of the Professor
Some of the most distinagainst these weak ones.
guished,
tea-table,
fact,
it

among them

the quarrel

was

all

those

determined that the

was

who

affair

assembled at Use's
In

should not drop.

so unfavorable to Struvelius, that

seriously represented to

him

that he

was bound

in

honor to give some kind of explanation of the parchment; but he kept silent against this array of propositions as best

Even

room assumed from

circumstance a warlike character.

—the
RascnRe —

sat

Doctor,

Their most intimate

the Mineralogist, and, not

there as a council

this

of war,

last.

consuit.ng

enemy. Raschke acknowledged cr.e evening
he had just been with the obstinate opponent and

against the
that

had implored of him,

at least to contrive that a

third

Professors' ball occurred during these academ-

disturbances

— the

only festival of the year which

gave to all the families of the University the opportunity
The students and other
of meeting in gay society.
acquaintances were also invited; the ball was the important event in the city and invitations were in great

demand.

An

academical dance

from another

is

something quite different

ball; for besides all the

good

qualities of a

had the three merits of German
scholarship industry, freedom and indifference: industry
in dancing, even in the case of the gentlemen, freedom
distinguished ball,

it

—

agreeable intercourse between young and old, and

in

indiiference to uniforms and patent leather

Un-

pumps.

doubtedly the young people even here bore a cosmopolitan character, for the same modes of dancing, dresses,

nosegays and courtesies, glancing eyes and blushing
cheeks, can be found at a thousand similar festivals from
the

Neva

to California; but

any one

who was more

ob-

servant might perceive in the faces of many of the maidens
the intellectual eyes and eloquent lips
to

them from

their learned fathers,

which descended

and perhaps some

The

small academical peculiarities in curls and ribbons.
old saying
ents,

he could.

the evenings in Use's

friends

The
ical

The

any further contest before the public.

XVI.

THE professors' BALL.

ways unheard-of accident; and finally, he did
scruple to cast some sharp, covert hints at other

who

excited."

was looked upon by the party present with cold and

but in no

scholars,

we were

impossible," he said, " for

strange pocket-handkerchief lay on a chair and

printing with that in his parchment as an extraordinary,

not
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was, therefore, suspected that he had brought the hand-

that

which came from a
professors'

homely, commended

past generation of stud-

daughters are either pretty or

itself

here also to the notice of ob-

servers, the oidinary mixture of both qualities

being

rare.

Besides a few officers and the flower of the city

youth,

among

the dancers here and there a

young

scholar

and pale, with smooth lank hair, more
fitted to bend thoughtfully over books than to float
about in the giddy dance. But what gave its value to

might be

seen, thin

was, not the young people, but the middle-

person should obtain a view of the parchment. Struvelius

this festival

had in some measure relented and had regretted that he
had promised silence, because a prospect had been held

aged gentlemen and ladies. Among the elder gentlemen with grey hair and joyful countenances who stood

him of obtaining other rare manuscripts. Then
Raschke had conjured him to renounce such dubious
treasures and thus to buy back freedom of speech.
It must clearly have been an animated discussion, for
Raschke wiped his nose and eyes with a small tea-napkin
which had a fringe, and was Use's pride, and put it
into his pocket; and when Use laughingly reminded
him of his theft, he brought out not only the napkin,
but also a silk pocket-handkerchief, which he maintained must also belong to Use, although it was evidently
the property of some gentleman who took snuft.
It
out to

together in groups or sauntered pleasantly
ladies,

were many important

faces,

among

and brisk, animated and cheerful demeanor.
the ladies there
year,

moved

the

with delicate features

were not a few who, the

Among

rest of the

noiselessly about the studies of their hus-

who now saw themselves in
unwonted gala dress displayed under the bright glare
of lights, and were as shy and bashful as they had been
long ago in their maiden days.
There was this time, at the beginning of the festive

bands and the nursery,

meeting, an evident excitement in certain individual
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Werner's tea-party had taken for granted
would not come. But he was there.
He stood wrapt in thought, with his usual absent look,
not far from the entrance, and Use and her husband had
When Use walked through the ball-room
to pass him.

groups.

that StruveUus

on the Professor's arm, she saw
were directed curiously toward
color rose in her cheeks.

The

that the eyes of
her,

many

Professor led her up to

and Use was glad when she found herself established on
one of the raised seats next to the cheerful woman; and
But the
at first she only ventured to look shyly about.
splendor of the hall, the

about

in

it,

her

raised

and then the

many
first

fine people

who moved

sounds of the overture,

She now ventured

spirits.

to

look more

about her and search out her acquaintances and, above
She saw him standing not far
all, her dear husband.
from the door of the room, in the midst of his friends
and fellow-professors, toweri-ig head and shoulders
above them. She saw not far from the other door his
opponent, Struvelius, standing with

his

little

retinue,

men, in every
way divided, honorably restraining the angry feelings

chiefly of students.

of their bosoms.

Thus

Many of

these

stood
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teased

her because she had been so afraid that they would not
each other in the confusion of strange people.

full of fine
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her husband's acquaintances

up to Use; amongst others the Doctor,

came

REFLEX MOTIONS.

and a heightened

the wife of his colleague, Giinther, who had agreed
with Use that they were to remain together that evening,
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find

Mineralogist also came and declared his intention
But Use, earnestly entreating

The

of asking her to dance.

him, said:
"I beg of you not to do

new

city

me;

I

for I
at all

it.

I

am

not perfect in these
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the fine people."

Soon various strangers approached and were

All

communications should be addressed

to

intro-

duced to her, and she acquired greater ease in refusing
(Nixon Building, 175 La Salle Street,)

to dance.
(

To be continued. )
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